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Credential Placement
Student.. plannine to receive
teaching credentials in February, June, July or August are
requested to attend a generel
Placement meeting in Morris
Dailey Auditorium Friday at 3
p.m.
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Court Backs Rally on Segregation
Special Council
Meeting Today
Possibility of a peace pact with Fresno State and other college
football opponents will be discussed by the Student Council today
at its special open meeting in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 3:30 p.m..
The peace bid was made by Fresno after Cal Poly students
reportedly painted Fresno State buildings and sidewalks following Saturday night’s game. Vandals caused some $1200 damage.
The pact discussion will highlight the open session, originated
--4 two semesters ago to give students
an opportunity to witness student
government in action.
Council iii em be r s and ASH
eitheommittee chairmen %% ill be
Went ified by vi hi Ii’ curds and
will be lot reduced by ASH president Don Ryan.
Council business and reports by
SAN FRANCISCO -- IUP)
The State Public Utilities Commis- the chairmen will be carried over
the public address system.
sion yesterday granted the SouthRyan said the peace pacts. if
ern Pacific Company’s applieation authorized, would be sought only
to boost its commute fares be- with colleges in the San Jose vitween San Francisco and San Jose. cinity. A pact has already been
Here are the new monthly com- negotiated with College of Pacific
and will be signed at a dinner Nov.
mute fares from San Francisco
6 before the SJS-00P Homecomfirst
based on five-day weeks. The
ing game, Nov. 9.
firure is the present lowest fare
Other matters facing the council include:
in the new zones.
proposed revision of Awards
Zone 1 (South San Francisco to
Committee by-laws. The council
Milbraei from $9.95 to $12:
Zone 2 (Broadway to Hayward seeks a change %%filch suit auit tee
thorize it to name the 4
Park from $12.65 to $15.
Zone 3 (Hillsdale to Redwood chairman rather than the committee itself. All other ASR subCity) from $15.60 to $19.75;
Zone 4 (Atherton to California committee chairmen are named
Ave., Palo Alto) from $19.05 to by the council.
--recognition of Alpha Eta Sig$23;
Zone 5 ICastro to Sunnyvale) ma, honorary English department
society.
from $22.05 to $24;
final financial report on the
Zone 6 (Santa Clara to San
Navy band concert.
Jose) from $25.40 to $26.

Commission
Grants S.P.
Fare Raise

SJS Students
Provide Trip
For Alfonz
Alfonz Lengyel will go to Washington, thanks to fraternity
brothers who gathered last night
to collect donations for the Freedom Fighter. Fraternities provided the bulk of the money needed
to pay for plane fare, but money
also came from other sources.
Last night’s gathering of fraternities netted $222.80 for the
drive. Contributions were also received from local merchants and
individual student donations left
in collection boxes placed in the
Spartan Daily office and in the
Student Union. Total contributions
amounted to more than $250.
Lengyel was present at the IFC
meeting last night. He announced
that it was hi S birthday, and he
added that it was the happiest ’he
has known in 15 years. He is 36years -old. Lengyel will meet with
President Eisenhower and other
Freedom Fighters on Nov. 24.
ASH president Don Ryan represented the student body in sponsoring the fund raising drive. As
he reported the success of the
drive, Ryan expressed his appreciation to all those who responded
to the appeal.
Alfonz wrote a note of thanks
to the student body. Ile said:
"Thank you for your help in sending me to Washington. It is difficult for me to accept money I did
not earn. I am deeply impressed
by your kindness.
I hope the Hungarian people will
one day be free to express their
gratitude to the American people
for their understanding and for
welcoming so many Hungarian
refugees to their country."

Prof Tells of Jungle Dangers
While Studying Mayan_ilelies
By ANTHONY TARAVELLA
A story one might expect to
read in "National Geographic
Magazine" or the "I Search
For Adventure" television program was recently told to this
reporter by Dr. Joseph A. Hester, assistant professor of sociology, who with his wife, Evelyn,
experienced adventure and extreme human suffering while on
an archeological expedition this
summer deep in the tropical
jungle of Mexico.
Dr. Hester and his wife left

San Jose on June 14 and set out
for Chiapas, a state in southern
Mexico where there is allegedly
some evidences of ancient Mayan civilization. Here he hoped
to find the answer to the puzzle
of whether or not the Mayan
civilization had extended that
far nort h. "Mayan artifacts
found may have been the result of trade," Dr. Hester said.
Dr. Hester, his wife and five
other archeologists began digging at the site known as mound
No. 5. The site was called a

THIS IS MOUND NO. 5

Looking at 4I colored slide of Mound No. Its e. his areheologiral
41’s ,ss anon site in Mesico. Dr. Joscph A. Hester, assist:int professor
of soelology, thinks heck over the unhappy esperiences he and his
ea.. had this summer.photo by 111116% in.

mound because it looked like
a hill of earth. It was covered
with dense jungle vegetation
and stood about 30 or 40 feet
above the ground,
Clearing the Jungle a xt ii y
from the site. also provided
protection against Jaguars,
boa constrictors, insects and
other wild and bothersome
creature*.
Mound No. 5 turned out to be
very elaborate architecturally.
It was a large building with
fairly heavy plaster floors and
walls. There was some painting
on the walls. The roof was
formerly of timber and thatch.
A great amount of ceramic
work was found. In one room
there were more than 300 pottery vessels, and most of them
were intact. At the top of the
mound was a thin layer of
earth while at the bottom, dirt
lay from 10 to 30 feet deep. "It
is uncertain why this mound
was not disturbed," Dr. Hester
said. "Perhaps it is because it
was a sacred place."
The area is difficult to work
due to the heavy rainfall. Aver Age rainfall is one third of an
inch a day. "Many times we
lead to bail out before we started digging," Dr. Hester said.
Vork began about 5 o’clock in
the morning and stopped at
shout 3 o’clock in the afternoon. These odd, hours were
due to the tropical heal and
humidity.
The !festers were experienring many discomforts during
their digging operations, hut
these were more than tolerable
in comparison to the Severe
hardships they were yet to
I ace.
(This is the first of two artic)es on Dr. Illetter’s caper fences. The root-its:ling article
will appear In tomorrow’s is Nile of The Spartan Daily.)

Fashion Show
Today’s flomion show will begin at 1:30 p.m. on the leen in
front of the N’iimen Gs in. Contestants for Homecoming queen
will participate.

Students To Vote
For hairiest Legs
In Annual Contest
Pulchritudinous pins parade today as the annua "Gorgeous
Gams" contest, eponsored by the
Senior Class, gets underway.
Jars, decorated with pictures of
the hopeful’s fine fuzzy "gams"
will be set up In booths in the
Outer and Library Quads from
9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. today
through Friday. Pennies are votes
and a student may vote as many
times as he wants.
The climax of the "battle of the
gams" will come at the Gorgeous
Genii; Dance, which the Senior
Class is sponsoring in the Women’s Gym after the North Texas
State football game Saturday
night. Admission to the dance is
50 cents for couples and 35 cents
stag. Admission price will count
as votes until 11:30 p.m. when the
final vote will be tallied. The "gam
champ" will be announced at midnight.

Fashion Show
For Tryouts
Candidates for Homecoming
Queen will be introduced to the
student body in a fashion show at
1:30 p.m. today, on the !An in
front of the Women’s Gym.
The 10 finalists will be chosen
in an ASH election Thursday.
These finalists will appear in another fashion show at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 31, in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
At -that time, a panel of judges
will select the queen and her four
princesses.
The 30 women entered are Jane
Ameden, Joyce Arrnfield, Mary
Lou Benson, Florence Bianco, Carole Bill, ftheiia Nell Chase, Diane
Dawson. Dianne Dover, Anne Dowrick, Mary Eliskovich, Shirley
Ewen, Dorothy Fairburn, Patti
Fischle.
Margaret Gemmel], Judy Hanson, Margi e Jackson, Marilyn
Jones, Mitzi Kirk, Gabi Lanier,
Marcia Malatesta, Linda Montgomery, Beverly Nally. Betsy
O’Gara, Shirley Ann Reeth, Chris
Richards, Carol Sandell, Carol
Simsarian, Patty Slayton, Sylvia
Somers, Claire Wellencamp.

75 To Attend
Ad Seminar
Approximately 75 representatives from California newspapers
are expected to attend the California Newspaper Publishers Assn.
third annual advertising seminar
to be held Friday and Saturday
at San Jose State, Carl R. Hoffmann, professor of advertising and
seminar director, announced today.
Discussion leaders will include
L. E. Heindel, advertising director, San Jose Mercury-News:
Richard W, Felton, county advertising manager, San Bernardino
Sun -Telegram; Ernest Nilsen,
manager copy service, San Jose
Mercum-News; Merwyn Ballard.
mechanical superintendent. Salinas Californian; Clair Otis, advertising director, Eureka Newspapers, Inc.; and Glen W. Peters,
zone supervisor, retail advertising, Los Angeles Times.
Dr. Dwight Bente!, head of the
Department of Journalism and Advertising and chairman of the advertising seminar eommittee, will
greet visitors at 9 a m Friday in
Newman Hall, 79 S. 5th St.

Rooting Issue Placed
On December Ballot
By RAY BARCH
The Student Court yesterday
voted to support the Rally Committee in the committee’s recent
action setting up segregated roofing sections at Spartan football
games.
At the same time, the court
voted to place the segregation issue before the student body at the
December elections.
The court announced its decision after interrogating Rally
Committee Chairman Mickey Simonet; Dave Towle, committee
first vice chairman; and Jim Leavitt, assistant chief of Student
Police.

RALLY AIDE TESTIFIES

PUBLICITY ’UNFAVORABLE’
Miss Simonet told the court that
unfavorable publicity and lack of
policing at night games had hurt
the segregation experiment.
She added, however, that lack of
ushers and a public address system also were to blame.
The Rally leader said that segregation had been tried at only
one game --Arizona - and that the
committee wanted to continue the
experiment.
She opined that segregation
would work better at day games;
however, the remainder or Spartan games are at night.
LACK OF COOPERATION
Miss Simonet criticized the students for lack of cooperation at
games. "The segregation move was
made to inspire school spirit," she
said, "hut perhaps too much responsibility was placed on the students.
"Supervision of the sections is
the core of the problem," she added, "but education to the idea is
needed."
Miss Simonet told the justices
that the committee decided against
placing the issue on the ballot
since it would have been too difficult.
Following the court’s decision
of support, Mist Simonet told The
Spartan Daily that the committee
would continue the experiment to
the end of the football season.
Earlier, the rally leader said the
committee hail no plans to set 4’
segregation sections at basketball
contests.
Leavitt voiced the opinion of the
police school that segregated molt
ing sections would lead to liquor
rouble.
DRINKING, FOOTBALL
"Drinking and football go together," Leavitt said. "We feel
that separating men from their
dates at the games will only add
to the problem."
Leavitt said anticipation of the
drinking situation has prompted
the Police School to assign 45 students to the SJS-COP Homecoming game, NOV. 9.
Chief Justice Curt Loft urged
that the court, Police School and
Rally Committee work together
to solve the segregation problem.
He suggested that the committee work mit its organization problems and the Police School and
court would try to discipline student offenders at games.
LA TORRE, CSTA GUILTY
In other developments, the court
found the school yearbook, La
Torre, and the California State
Teachers Assn guilty of violations
of the campus advertising code,
Both organizations pleaded guilty and were given suspended sentences and placed on probation for
the semester.
In passing the sentences the
court observed that the CSTA
and 1,a Torre had committed the
Infractions before the meeting of
campus organizations, at which
the codes are explained
Future violators, the court saidf
will face stiffer penalties.

Mlekey Simonet, right, Reify Committee vhairman, eyes Dave
first y it,. thairman, sot he testifies before the
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the 11411P placed on the December hallot.photo los lewIt.
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CSTA Starts
Membersh i p
Drive Today
California S t ude n t Teachers
Assn, tA all hold its annual membership drive in the Outer Quad
today through Friday from 10’30
a.m. to 2 p m., according to Dr.
Patrick Ryan, faculty adviser.
Anyone, from freshman to graduate student, who has not received
his teaching credential is eligible
for CSTA, said He Ryan,

Lab Furnaces Not.
Wiorkinu Correctly
Fnur "heat -treating liii fiancesin the Materials a n d Processes
Engineering Lab are not working
correctly it was learned yesterday, according to Dr. Ralph Parkman, associate professor of engineering.
One of the furnances is burnt
out. The remaining four are not
able to he used because a reasonable standard of temperature
control cannot He maintained. The
temperature control units were
found to be from 400 to 600 degri
inaccurate.
The inaccuracy we noted by
Ralph Popkin, chief technitian in
the Engineering Department, while
testing two surplus controlling and
furnace units. In addition to the
surplus units being tested it was
learned that two other units were
not maintaining a correct standard of heat.
The lab schedule will not be
upset too greatly, he said, providing that temporary repairs Sr.
made within two weeks, when a
sequence of four major experiments will begin. The results of
the experiments would, of course.
be of no value and the procedure
would be unsatlefartory if a standard heat emperalum rafirfot bemaintained. he said.

Polio Shots
Free polio ehota will be given at
SJ8 for the first time today, and
will continue to be given each
Wednesday for the remainder of
the school year,
Shots will he given on a "first
come, first served" basis from 1
to 4 r,.m at the Health Office, and
not more than 250 will be given in
one afternoon, Dr. Thomas .1. Gray.
director of the College Health
Service, said.
Students, faculty and administration staff are eligible to receive the shots. There Is a possibility that the faculty and admin.
istration may be charged for the
shots later in the year. though
students will continue to receive
them free.
A signed authorization slip must
be on file in the Health Office before the shots will be given. Gray
said. Students who filed these slips
last year need not do so again.
Those who have not filed the slips
must obtain them at the Health
Office anal present them at the
time the shot is received. Students
under 21 must have the slips
signed by parents.
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Editorial

The Public Speaks ... At Last
Of all the columns and features in The Spartan Daily, the one
with which we are rapidly becoming the most pleased is the column
known as Thrust and Parry.
At the start of the year we were frankly curious. We were providing this outlet for student thought and opinion and yet, few were
taking advantage of it.
We were curious. And worried. Could it be possible that things
were going so smoothly that the students were completely happy?
Could it be possible that the students had quit thinking?
This worried us. But our fears are lessening, day by day.
At long last, you have started to make use of Thrust and Parry.
You are not happy with the way things have been going. And you
are think:ng. Some of you, anyway.
In the past two weeks, we have been cheered by your numerbus letters, commenting on various facets of college life. This indicates to us that you are not acting as sponges, merely absorbing the
information tossed your way by instructors so that it may be parroted
back at examination time and then forgotten.
Instead, you are starting to question what is placed before you,
either by instructors or in the public print And this is good.
We would be extremely unhappy if you were raising no questions or voicing no opinions for, from a statistical standpoint, some
of you will be the leaders of our country in the near future. And, if
you were complacent in college, we shudder to think what actionif
anyyou would take in later life.
So we say to you, keep the letters coming. We naturally do
not agree with them all, just as you do not agree with all we say.
But the fact that we are receiving letters lets us know there are
people out there. Thinking people.
We need ’ern.

APPEAR5 TO M5 ONLY ONE Of Y0117001( THE
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Date Problem
Solved at UCLA
By CHARLENE SHATTUCK
II you are an SJS diale you
might as well read today’s editorial instead, because today my
column is strictly for the girls.
Ladles, if you are tired of reading a good book on Friday nights
the UCLA "Daily Bruin" has a
solution to your dateless problem.
I am referring to an ad which appeared recently: "GirlsYoung
and Old --Don’t let the thrills and
toils of college life pass you by
without masculine companionship
Call now for fun and excitement
-Campus Escort Service GR
8-6022." (Do you think they’d send
anyone to San Jose?)
Evidently this idea of placing
an ad really works, because a
young lady advertised in the San
Francisco State College "Golden
Cater": "’I got my husband with
a Golden Cater want ad.’ says
Bouncing Bonne Baltsen Levesque.
’There were 749 calls the first
day. He was the only one who
spoke English, so I married him.
1-11 never take another Golden
Gater want act.’"

ctaptime

HOLLYWOOD ---(UP 1
A new
kind of TV show --starring the
By RANDIE E. POE
public ---is being prepared by video’s best -know cops, Jack Webb
and Ben Alexander.
Titled "People," the program is
Professors are put through verbal wringers on occasion mid are an intimate study of a cross-secofttimes accused of being maladjusted personalities.
tion of America’s peasantry and
Hence, our question this week: Do you find the instruction at SJS peers. Some 30 individuals are incompetent? And if not, where could improvements be made?
terviewed in each 30-minute film
cher and Sputnik) followed by
Loud Shoes
segment on every subject imagin.
senior"They
SAUER.
Cathy
Ferguson’s
"Pitty
the
Pedescould
be
more
JA,CQUE
Dear Thrust and Parr :
indefinite.
trian:
It
use
to
be
in
the
..."
Pity
test
I
had
was
too
last
cooperative.
The
In reply to the Spartan Daily
Sound Dull? Not so. In the pilot
Teachers could review more often so that you’d
editorial: You’re right! IM shock- the reader, I say.
film Alexander (who plays detectests.
expected
of
you
on
The
Spartan
more
clearly
what’s
Daily
more
reknow
ed at the appalling situation which
tive Frank Smith to WObb’s Joe
interested in
exists in our library. I went there sembles a high school weekly than Many of them also could seem more
Friday on "Dragnet") talks to
daily. Is the journalistic what they’re teaching. One of my professors told
an evening ago as you suggested a college
bums, students, bookies, scientists
talent non-existent or sitting down us before the class began that the subject was a
and sat and listened for an agonizand just plain folks.
i on the job? The Daily asked for dull one and he said he hoped we’d bear with him."
ing 15 minutes- somebody’s shoe
Television savants say it’s the
More
money
in
the
new
budget.
squeeked, some papers were shuffirst new type of entertainment
r
This
was
followed
by
your
editorial
fled, somebody sniffled: the gu,.
to hit video since Betty Furness’
"warning" that the paper might
next to me was breathing heavily.1
"The teaching wrestling match with a refrigerasenior
discontinued
ALTMANN.
ALFRED
be
if
money
weren’t
people were turning pages in
received.
here is very adequate. We could have more spe- tor.
books. IT was ghastly. I can’t
"Ben will be the only profesI say, if more effort isn’t put
cialized courses but all of my instructors have
thank you enough for calling this
into turning out a decent paper, it
been good and I can’t really complain. They’re sional actor on the show," Webb
to my attention.
better than the ones I had at Illinois School of explained. "All the others will be
Jim Rector, student -at -large should be discontinued and that
money spent on more worthwhile
Technology. Most of them are very fair and per- unrehearsed persons saying anyASB 9570
thing that comes to their minds.
purposes.
sonable."
"We won’t ask topical questions
Jesse L. Peeler
or drum up arguments.
Daily Under Fire
ASB 4503
"It’s not an Ed Murrow type
Dear Thrust and Parry:
PAT MAHONEY, sophomore"Most of them
program, and we’re not trying to
I feel some criticism of The
know the material but they don’t teach it. This
Poe Praised
compete with news interviews. The
Spartan Daily is due.
is especially true in English and !srt classes. They
show is difficult to discribe beOver a period of a month. I’ve Dear *Thrust and Parry:
Probably enough has been writ- forget sometimes we are students and assume we
cause nothing like it has ever
been impressed by sub -standard
been attempted."
editorial writing, poor editing, and ten already, but I, for one, would are all at a certain level. Actually, though, I don’t
cry small amount of world like to say that I gel a kick out really have many gripes."
of Randie E. Poe’s material. He
news.
W. C. Lean Jewelers
What ripped it for me were two seems to have a flair for using
simultaneous front page pictures the "right" word and is one of
Lean & Jung
LEE PAULINIP:, junlor---"Since most of my
printed upside down and sideways. the few people on the paper who
classes are in the Engineering Building, all of my
53 rears in San Joke
respectively thallon rocket lam- has guts enough to say what he
instructors are engineers. This is good because
thinks. I thought his piece on Belathey’re well -trained In what we should know. I
fonte was tremendous.
can’t say the same about the English Department.
ASTI 5321
Some professors should standardize their lectures
with the text. I’m for more blue book tests, myself. They’re shorter."
TOM LIONVALE, Junter--Too much of our schooling is theoretical. I’m thinking of the Education Department in particular.
Em.est1 as sscond class mottos April
should teach more practical methods. Instead of studying text 24, 1934, at Son Jose, C14., under the They
art of March 3, 1179. Member Cantor- books written by guys who sit in dark corners at universities, we
nil Newrspapar Publishers’ Association, should read texts written by teachers who teach in classrooms."
Published daily by the Associated So,.
dents of San Jose State College, ercept
1)eveloped
Seturday and Sunday, during the college
year with ono issue during each final
structure,;,"
Pedr_srson
said.
(UP)
CHICAGO-A
Chicago
suirarnination period.
Press of the Globe Printing Co.
Ile said the cost of the tnissless
building firm has developed what
1445 South First St., San Jose. Calif.
it calls the world’s widest trussless roof is about one third less than
Telephone: CYprass 4.6414
Editoriel,
steel roof.
other types.
Ext. 210 Adsrtising, Est. 211.
The Wonder Building Corp. of
LARRY KAUFMAN
Business Mgr.
LEIGH WEIMERS
Editor
America, said the new roof sidli be
CHARLENE SHATTUCK used for airport buildings in CamDay Editor
ADVERTISING STAFF
Janice Pokdexter brige. Mass., and Tulsa, Okla. Its
Office Manager
Don Bowcuff workmen have erected a full-size
Circulation Mgr.
G. Allen Carrico model of the self-supporting, unDistribution Mgr,
A recent successful sucker sale
Dean Armstrong, Jack Brotherfon, Em- obstructed span of 130 feet on the was the first project of the InDonuts
Snails
Coffee
ily Dennis, Kenneth L Dixon, Robert plant’s premises.
’
dependent Women’s Assn.
Hot Dogs
Hernburgers
Eder, Vince Fighoment, Jerry Gibbons,
Company president Peter S. PeThe new officers_ who worked to
William J. Guinsont, Joanna Hilby, EleaHot Lunches 50e
Assorted Salads
nor Knudtsan, Ken Lichtenstein, William derson Jr. said the new "Truss. put over this sale with the Miteu
Jr.,
Martin
M.
Irene Sprague, Gerald Skin" roof system consists of spe- members of IWHA are Bonnie
Fountain
Ulrich, Dlne Wilroff.
ca
i II y fahr ca ted 14 -gauge st ee I Curley, president; "Skeeter" Robpanels which are secured by inson, vice-president; and Marcia
simple nut and bolt fasteners to Stem. secretary.
THEMAK.4:
form self-supporting arches.
Building the float for the Home.
"This pre-engineered fabrication coming parade is the miin project
PLEASURE
is expected to reduce building time on the agenda, according to Miss
:TYPING.
TEST
, 35 per cent user conventional Robinson

Spill

By BOB KAUTH
Uncle Sam stood straight -shouldered and tall in the ring. The
citizens cheered. He expanded his chest. The world’s masses cheered.
He flexed his biceps. Ninety nations cheered. And he proudly displayed his potential power, as the Russian Bear caught him on the
chin with a Sputnik.
Uncle Sam landed on his back. He tried to shake the cobwebs
from his head. Red stars were the order of the day. And he laughed.
"HA, ha, ya missed me," he said challenger for the crown, whether
"I slipped. It didn’t hurt. It’s propitted against either Uncle Sam
paganda." But the 90 nations were
or the giant Bearor both.
not convinced,
Uncle Sam was favored over the
"I’m saving my Sputnik for the Bear only because of his straight
last round," he said. But the win record and his overestimated
world’s masses were not convinced. atomic experience. Now the world
"It’s your fault my Sputnik is is doubtful lest the Bear may
not ready," he told the citizens. have the greater atomic knowlBesides, I can’t be best at every- edge.
thing," he said: And the citizens
Uncle Sam had better not save
were convinced. They believed be- his Sputnik too long. Bets are
cause all their money, hopes, changing. The odds are dropping.
dreams and their very lives were What was once a ninety to six
riding on this contender.
favorite, may now be only an even
Well, that’s how the story is go- bet. Some bouts don’t go 15
ing. And the citizens have been rounds.
given all sorts of excuses for Uncle Sitm’s unexpected, untimely
fall.
The blow has shaken everyone
A wrung
CHICAGO -- U1’)
from the fat and happy on top of
Capitol Hill, to the Oaky Doakes number caused a baby’s death.
Mrs. Judith Schlaeger WAS bathon the plains of Spartanville.
He’s not down and out for the ing her two-month-old son in the
count. But he’s on his knees. And kitchen sink when the telephone
I say, "Hell! Get off your knees. rang.
She .put the baby on the sink
Stop with the excuses, and be a
drain ’board and went to answer
man."
There’s no doubt that the punch the call. IC was a wrong number.
She returned to find the baby’s
caught you on the chin. Sputnik’s
power as a piece of propaganda head and shoulders beneath the
cannot ’be measured. Many na- water.
Firemen were summoned and
tions were a bit awed by the
Bear’s tremendous size before the administered oxygen for 20 minutes, but the baby was dead.
Sputnik was launched.
The hysterical mother wept and
And they were .fearful of the
(Bear’s close ally, Red China, whose repeated two words, again and
population, if organized and mod- again: "Wrong number .,.Wrong
ernized, would be a dangerous number."

Wrong No.

HAVE YOU TRIED Ti-I ETAOUVRE
MISS JONES ?
MUSIC NITELY
EXCEPT MONDAY
minosimmisiousimassie
554- W. SANTA CLARA
AT TIFIE UNDER,PASS
BESIDE THE MERNIAID
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Men in the know
know true from false
V.I..%
II

s

There are more than seven
million college graduates in the United States.
El TOWS 1:1 PALMS

o.IEComIN&

Tue. The number of degree holders
In the I S. is skyrocketing. It is estimated that by 1977 there will he twice
that number or 14,000,000 alums.
This does not include people with 000
to three years of college training. 4

Widest Trussless Steel Roof

come in for a demonstration of a

REMINGTON
Quiet -/u:teit: portible
A VISO of noceesity lor every Stanton*:
The famous portable with Miracle Tab
super strength frame, larger at*
cylinder, simplified ribbon changer.

test It today . .

An average college man has 3
suits, 4 pairs of shoes. 11 pairs
of undershirts and shorts.
0 TRUK 0 FALSE

Housing Croups
Hold Sticker Sale

Coop

ars
and have a free "Coke" on us

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES
124 E. SAN FERNANDO Next door to Calif. Book Cc.
CYpress 3-5283

True. Campus research surveys also
show that the average man on campus
owns 3 sports and miscellaneous
jackets, 2 overcoats and topcoats. 4
pairs of slacks and 14 shirts. This
makes Joe College a well furnished
man in any league.

Jockey is a Trademark that
refers to underwear made
only by Coopers.
Ej TRUE El
True-log:1,e) is a registered brand and
trademark of Cooper’s. Inc. It applies only to Jockey brand briefs,
Midways’, longs, undershirts, T-shirts
and boxer shorts. Each the %cry finest
and most comfortable of its kind.

RESTYLE YOUR FIGURE
Guaranteed Results in 30 Days
REDUCA
YOUR
WAIST

LBUST

ItF0UCE
YOUR
THIGHS

REDUCE
YOUR
HIPS

DEVELOPMENT

...and forever she will be prowl of
the diamond bridal ensemble you
choose fowl our exceptionally
fine collection.
$100.00
A Tradition for Quality
in San Jose

Q.

PersonaLinsfruction..Only
In The Newest and Finest Gym in San Jose
Sail Jose

Health Club

IMPROVEMENT FOR WOMEN
CY
413 E. Santa Clore St. 7-3251
A
STUINOS AT 136 t4T H ST. OAKLAND

L

LVJN
civet/(’P.1
N anel JUNG

Since 1904
Iii Downtown San Jose
First and San Fernando sta.

-1

111.4111K

Men on the go
go for Jocketiiinderwear
tti

made

by
only

..11.11111012111.
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’Better Than Arkansas"

NorthTexa s Poses Tough Hurdle,
GARDENS

IPIZZA
We Cater

to Parties

Finest Pizza in the World
1347 McKEE ROAD
CY 2-9753

A&M Auto Repair
G
I Auto Repair
Automatic Transmission Specially
Student Rates
CY 5-4247
456 E. Son Salvador, Son Jose

le
ht
Rd
Id

_

re

ix

SHANK’S
Drive-In Cleaners
2nd & Son Carlos

15

IN BY 9:00 OUT AT 5:00
at no extra charge

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK

nc

SWEATERS . . . 55c

drills yesterday against the Eagle
offense, which emphasizes its running game.
Three Spartans were held out
of combat. Center Ron Earl is
hampered by a dislocated wrist.
Tackle Nick Sanger is suffering
from a twisted knee and the flu,
and quarterback Mike Jones is
still slowed up by a leg injury.
All three should be ready Saturday.
Although lethargic for the most
part this season, the Spartan offense was in high gear against
San Diego State last Saturday.
Quarterback Dick Vermeil turned
in his best college showing as the
locals piled up 595 net yards and
a 46-0 triumph.
VERMEIL NO. 2 NOW
Although he has carried the
DEFENSIVE SESSION
leather just 19 times, Vermeil Is
Coach Bob Titchenal whisked now the Spartans’ second most efhis animals through defensive fective churner. Ile has 113 yards
in 19 carries. That’s a five yard
average.
II k
LY FOOD
Harvel Pollard continues to
pace the locals In rushing with
FOR PARTIES
142 yards in 37 carries fur a
9.8 average.
PHONE CY 3-1682
Fullback Al (Senator) Chapman has hit for 104 yards in 34
lugs for a 3.1 mark.
NTs RUNNING TEAM
North Texas State banks on a
running game for the most part.
although quarterback Ray Toole
has been influential on occasion
through the air. Took has completed 11 of 31 tosses for 203 yards
and three touchdonws.
In the Eagles’ hardlisek 28-20
setback to Abiline Christian,
Toole targeted Me of eight passes for 112 yards and two taBles.
Soph Abner Haynes, a razzledazzle runner who sparked the
Your clothes, toe, can have that
NTS frosh last season, has banged
new" loot when as do the
for 256 yards this season for a
cleaning! We handle all your togs
4.7 average. He has been the
with care.
spokes of the Eagles’ offensive
CAMPUS
wheel.

By RANDIE E. POE
The upbeat Spartans will hate
to spread an outstanding lwrformanee the length and breadth
of Spartan Stadium Saturday
night if SdS is to make North
Texas state Its second successive victim.
Tulsa Coach Bobby Dodd commented this week that North
Texas State is stronger than Arkansas.
NTS clipped Tulsa, 14-12, last
week for Its initial triumph this
year. Arkansas has rolled madly
over four of its the foes, Including Oklahoma State, TCU, Baylor and Tulsa.
Thus, Dudd’s commentary should
shoot some fright into the Spartan eleven.

It’s
Not
New

r.
’s
IC

just cleaned
to perfection

IN BY 9 OUT AT 5
DRY CLEANERS
SHIRT LAUNDRY

LAUNDERETTE
S. Third at San Salvador.

(Jrnctiy Behind Newberry’s

Specie!! rates with AS/ Card
on Tues.. Wed., Thom

sweWme Weifhet
Boot
service while you wait
Have all your shoes repaired to tip-top condition
HELLS

WATER REPELING

5/ IINE

DYEING

CLEANING

STITCHING

SOLES

New Nylon Heels . . . 3 Times Longer Th.in Lcd+her

San Fernando Shoe Repair
Courtesy and Service
73 E. SAN FERNANDO STREET
1(),, slot West from Campos)
CY 5-9705

STUDIO THEATER
"Story of Esther Costello"
Joan Crawford - Rosseno

AI,

"Woman of the River"
Sophia Loren

MAYFAIR
ExcLunivE, REc,ut AR PRICES’

SJS Travels
To Berkeley
For Aqua Polo
Harboring thoughts of avenging an earlier loss, the San Jose
State varsity water polo squad
journeys to Berkeley this afternoon to battle the University of
California Bears at 3:30 p.m.
Coach Art Lambert’s Sparta babe water polo squad, seeks its
second consecutive win over the
Calif. frosh as the two clubs
square -off following the varsity
fray. The SJS frosh thumped the
little Bears, 16-1, in their last
meeting.
In their last outing Friday night.
the Golden Raider varsity topped
the Palo Alfo Water Polo Club,
19-6, as Pete Uebcroth scored
eight goals. Dale Anderson, Roger
McCandless, Ron Tuttl e, K.C.
Cooper, Dave Freidenrich, and Bill
Augenstein also impressed in the
victory over the Palo Alto club.
Lonnie Christenson has been
the mainstay of the Fr114411 club,
leading them in the scoring department in the James Lick
High School game and the (’alif.
Frosh clash, both of which the
Spa rtabahes triumphed.
Other frosh poloists who have
come through with good performances are Mery Donner, Jim Edwards, Jerry Secrest, Dan Clapp,
Dave Dinelli, Preston Brunst, Don
Youngberg. Larry Holten. Denny
Fosdick, and Lash Tumille.

"THE SUN ALSO RISES"
"MAN OF 1000 FACES

JUDY’S CHEERFUL
LITTLE EARFUL

EL RANCHO THEATRE
CV. 7-30 6 0

"House of Numbers"
"I Was a Teenage

LADY
CHATTERLEY’S
LOVER

’Invasion of the Saucermen’

EXCLUSIVE AUTHORIZED
AUTHENTIC FILMS
SHOWN ONLY AT

TOWNE and SARATOGA

Werewolf"

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
"3:10 TO YUMA"
Are ti. n
Glenn Ford

"BEYOND MOMBASSA"
Corns! Wilde

Deane Rood

t"QUEEN ELIZABETH II"

4

A., oilded 4littpiboti rr Sneer oP Ihe
1,1,114,144044 re Imp...

%/A1G21I1OGA
IJNION

Yjotis

"PRIVATE’S PROGRESS"
"The funniest movie of th year!"
... Her. Trib.

"IIHOWANI JUNCTION"
Ave

Gardner Stewart Granger

SINATRA
oiFRANK
MITZI GAY NOR
JEANNE CRAIN
,4 -ft, EDDIE ALBERT

me
. l. Joker
CO-HIT!"HIDDEN FEAR"
ioh. Pane,

If the Latin hate a M,r(I for it.
Coast Radio and thi following
certainly have a way with It.
OSCILLATUS (swing). definition: "ELLA A N D LOUIS
AGAIN" with the Oscar Peterson trio do song greats its. They
All Laughed. Comes LOW%
Stompin’ At The Savoy, etc.
PLEBE (folk ballad): "STAN
WILSON SINGS FOI.K
SONGS" as only he can sing
Miner’s Lament, Marching To
Pretoria, Hawaiian Wedding
Song, Lill Marlene, etc. ROCCA (rock): "01.’ ROCKIN’
ERN" Tennessee Ernie Ford
rocks 12 of his own wonderful
compositions. BALLARE (ballad): "FRENCH D011.11."-4.itylaine tioyWhether you understand French or not is hi-side
the puint when listening to her.
She sings, she swings, and
everyone listens and tinder stands. BRENTA IR U
I R F
(merry riot): "GERMAN
BEER DRINKING MUSIC"
(recorded in Munich. Germans
PROSIT’’ . . . COSTA RADIUS (Coast Radio): definition:
sertitium, mirus, musics pro
plaerre
naturalls,
COAST
’RADIO. 266 So. 1st.
By JUDY WALDNER

SPARTAN DAILYS

Intramural Slate Volleyball
Bruin,

EASTERN LEAGUE: Ressie’s
Two-man volleyball, last grow12-01 vs. The Outcasts ing spurt among U.S. universities.
the intramural program
.42-01, Chi Pi Sigma 10-21 vs. the has joined
at SJS. Director Bob Brunzao
i0-24
Club
184
11-0-1),
Good Bros.
urges all interested men on camvs AFROTC 414), and Student pus to obtain entry blanks from
the men’s gym and turn them In
"Y" ss. The Jets 11-0-11.
by Monday
WESTERN LEAGUE: Spartan
Hall (0-1-1) vs. Kelley’s 10-2-0),
ENGINE OVERHAULS
The Hustlers (1-0-Il vs. Acre
6 Cyl. $55-xwt11 CO. $75
Dept. .1-1), The Jacks (2-0) vs.
Automatic Treasetissies $75
Values SlS up
Newman Club (2-0). and Gregories
Fred
& John’s Garage
Seven
Cerebral
vs.
(0-2)
Grubbies
CY 54559
107 S. tat St.
(1-1).

‘GIMME A LPL BLOCK’

Let’s see how woman gets and nails her man ...

MAN and SUPERMAN
a comedy on the love game
By George Bernard Shaw

Last Performance, Oct. 24-26
COLLEGE THEATRE

Students 50c

General $1.00

Box Office Open 1 - 5 Daily
--

1,1,

THE BULKY

Rapid Ray Norton starts upfield with Aztec punt Saturday night
as Mary McKean (14) comes tip to throw block. Noirton
eight plays later to give &IS a 33-0 lead. The Spartans won, 46-0.
photo by Brown.

0

3 HOLER

ATO Noses DU, 7-6;
Theta Chi Wins, 12-0

WITH THE

By CONRAD MUELLER

IVY LOOK

One point spelled the difference between first place and fourth
for DU yesterday as the DUs lost to league leaders ATO in fraternity
touch football, 7-6.
Keith Antes again sparked ATO as he passed to Bob Crisco
for a 60 yard TD pass and then hit Crisco for the PAT. DU
fought back as Ron Roe threw 20 yds. to John Wagner, but a
"bail" PAT pass proved DUs downfall.
.
’"4."
In other action, Kappa Tau marched into third place by squeeking by last pkace Lambda Chi Alpha 6-0. Tom Voight threw to Ron
Riley for 35 yds. and the winning margin.

12.95
Also
Crew Nch Slip -en
10.95
ThreeHolitr Vest
i5

Ja

air

11b.

Kappa Alpha held onto second place by dumping the Delta Sigs
13-0. Toby Walker passed to Jim Beadnell for both TD8 and then
hit Duane Bibble with a conversion pass.
"n"..In the.’ National League’ Theta Chi S -hut out Theta XI 12-0, to
grab a firmer hold on their first place position. Darrell Adams passed
for both scores as he hit Dick Zimmerman for a 15 yard pass and
Dick Powell for a 40 yarder.
The Phi Sigs are still !lasing their troubles putting that
third game under their belts as another postponement took place,
this time with Sigma (’hi. Both tennis ShOM‘ll up at the wrong
fieldtogether, but no eels.
In the day’s final action, PiKA took over third place with a 20-0
romp over hapless Sigma Nu,

Iv
Pebble leach

ART MARTINEZ
MEN’S WEAR
Fiist National Charge
Slue Chip Stamps
OPEN THURS. ’Ill 9 P M

88 SOUTH SECOND ST.

TEAM STANDINGS

ATO

National Ixstagar
AmericanLenguw
W L T PF PA
W L T PF PA
.3 0 1 58
6 Theta Chi
7
2 0 2 34

KA

3

1

0

32

35 Sigma Chi ...

’2

1C1’

2

1

1

19

19 PiKA

DU

2

2 -0

47

25 Theta Xi

Delta Sig

1

3

0

20

51 Phi Sig

Lambda II

0

3

1

12

26 Sign,

10

47

24

2

1

1

54

91

2

20

38

0

20

13

30

2

HERE WE GO AGAIN

37

Prints by
Famous Artists

Raw Oak
Frames

Portfolios

Brusk Stroke
Reproductions

"BIG
BAG FULL
DAYS"
BURLY
BURGERS

99C

Wednesdays Only
At The Original ...

Fall Print Sale
Watch For Tomorrow’s
FULL PAGE AD

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
First & Goodyear, Son Jose
Fourth & Julian. San Jose
Santa Clara & Deimos. San Jose

"Right on Campus"

wed.d.

4-1klogletAl1 11411LT
October 2’.1 in -

Two Students
Receive Vita
Craft Awards

Dates Set For ’Guys -Gals’ Announce
Publicity
Deadline
Plan
Fraternities
Religion Week
for INVIIA
Engagements, Pinnings
Halloween Parties Set
Independent ‘housing groups
who wish publielty for their
houses most has.- all inlormation
on the society eilitor’ del. by
9:311 a.m. es er Tuestia. This
also applies to the Independent
Women’s liointling .issn. A n
f I, r t her question. taincerning
procedure n ill be Answered by
phoning the Spartan Daily office at C1’ 4-6414. Est. ’110.

Religion -in-Life Week will be
held this year from Nov, 17-22,
according to Lois Farum, chairman.
People are needed to work on
committees for the week. Intereested students may fill out committee forms in the Student ActivRies Office or at the Student "Y."
This year’s religious program
will include daily morning worship
services, panel discussions, classroom speakers and house speakers.

junior English major from Reno,
ENGAGEMENTS
Nev.
is
ii.
ii’’
Wayne Mont gornet
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
DAUGHERTVMeCAFFERY
Alpha.
%TRWA 1.1.1SON
An Al’s) patty was held at Keith! president of Lambda Chi
Phi Mu in
A trumpet blown at midnight
Gary Webb recently announced
Antes’ home billowing Saturday’s is being sponsored by
Scholarships totaling $450 were
The
last Monday night at the Catholic to his Sigma No brothers his pinfootball game A Halloween Dance the Gorgeous Gams Contest.
Women’s Center heralded the an- ning to Pat Allison. Alpha Chi
awarded to Bob Highsmith and will be held Friday night at the officers who will be assisting Monnouncement of Margaret McCaf- Alpha at San Francisco State. Miss
Phil Bartlett hy the Vita Craft Alviso Yacht Club. The next night tgomery. this fall are Don Mumby,
fery, a junior home economics Allison is a senior art major from
vice-president; Al Stones. secreCo. President John T. Wahlquist a party will be held at the home of
major from Oakland. to Kenneth Bakersfield, while Webb is a Juntary; Norm Shiller, treasurer.
Texas
North
after
the
Miner
!
John
presented the $150 .rheck to HighDaugherty. Daugherty is a junior ior social science major froM
Steve Carlton, rush chairman;
!StAte game.
smith and a 5300 check to Bartlett.
social science major from Sali- Bakersfield.
Terry Simerly, ritualist; J i m
!DELTA SIGMA PHI
Vita Craft, in charge of direct
nas.
The brothers of Delta Sigma Phi LeGate, pledge trainer; Warren
sales, offers these scholarships to
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
held a dance party at Chateau Gutawiller, social chairman; Roger
WALLS--WEIDNER
men who make an unusual amount
Boussy last Friday night. Jack Watts, asst. pledge trainer; song
$1.00
of money in sales over the sumMonday night, Bill Walls anRudd and his combo furnished the leader. Dale Clark; Steve CarlON ANY PURCHASE
mer
Keith
.chairman;
Homecoming
ton,
music. Guests of Delta Sigs were
nounced his engagement to Jo
OF 0.75 OR MORE
Highsmith. a transfer from WilWeidner by passing a box of cigars
Lew Girdler, C. M. Brown, Mrs. Murray, Greek Show chairman,
Eby, Florist
Ed
lamette Coll,ge: says that for any- C. M. Brown, Edward Clement. John Savage, publicity chairman:
to the members of Alpha Phi Ome525 E. Santa Clara
one interested in a "summer of
chairman.
athletic
Baker,
Jim
and
ga. Walls, a bio science major from
and Mrs. Edward Clement.
money, travel and fun" may conPHI SIGMA KAPI’A
Salinas, is a senior, while the
tact either himself or Bartlett. KAPPA TAT’
The new pledge class of Phi
bride-to -he, general elementary edBy CATHY FERGUSON
The Kappa Taus. who presently
who has transferred from HumSigma Kappa has 20 men, who are
The cars of ’58 an. but around the corner with their plush, paste? ucation major from San Jose, is
are petitioning Sigma Phi Epsilon
boldt State College.
as follows: Carlos Anglin. Don interiors and push -buttoned conveniences, while sports cars are here a sophomore.
for a national charter. pledged
Bowcutt, Dick Buehler, Denny stripped for action. And act they do. Sports cars have had that "for.M men. The president of t he
Double, Jerry Ford, Denny Fos- ward look" for years. but by "forward" they meant forward and not PINNINGS
Bungalow Fountain pledge class is lzwell Young v,ho dick,
Danny Green, Garry Hughes. the gee-gaws found on American cars.
be
assisted
by
Dick
Callenwill
WALKERRELFORD
Fine Food Reasonable Prices
Don Higgins, Doug Hope. Dudley
SAGA OF THE SPORTS CAR
der as vice-president a n d Bill
STORE WIDE
Kiester, George Miller, Al Pelton,
Lunch Dinner
Imalfst
’rake
the
one.
is
a
sad
Toby Walker announced his pinowner
car
sports
of
the
plight
the
Rot
51cCatio as secretary -treasurer.
Porter Lewis, Glenn Shepherd,
Dily 600-7:00.
Sufi. 7 00 1:00
drivbrothers
continue
to
to
Sun
i
Belford
to
his
MG
sold
his
ning
who
man
case of a carefree young
Other pledges are Alex PaszLash Turville, Jack Valentine,
of Kappa Alpha. Walker is a busiing his old Buick. All because he wanted to continue thing. Ills
Corner 9f4t & William!
keiez, Andy Soldo. Harry Glaze.
Tom Williamson, Jerry Young, Bob
ness administration major from
story is a common one.
Joe Pantige. Michael Long. Mike
Youngberg.
One balmy day as he drove down Bayshore he felt the cold chill Glendale. while Miss Belford Is a
Ramsay, Harold Huffaker, Jerry
The seven newly initiated memof a shadow fall across his path. Looking up he saw the unfriendly
Scheberies. John Marshall. Howard
HI -WAY MOTEL
bers are: Hi Gates, Dick Hall. Lee
bulk of a two-ton trailer truck moseying over into his lane--in fact
Stratton. Dick Linblad, Phil MeoC Uots nd Aprtments
Knight,
Phil
Goddard,
Gary
Junta,
Coffe Shop Rstautant
into the very spot where the sports car was. Somehow the truck drie.
rerve. Bob Link, Mack PorterDiesner.
Harvey
Seaton,
and
Don
Htmited Sw;rnminq Pool
had overlooked the MG. It was a tight squeeze, but he managed
field, Tom Hessler, Don Booher.
electFree TV nd Room Phone,
On Oct. 14 the pledge class
escape. It hadn’t been bis first close shave, but it was to be his la,t
Tom Foster, Merlin Fose, Jerry
ed Don Boweutt, a senior English
2112 S. FIRST STREET
$6.00 PER MONTH
McDonnel and Doug Chapman.
Today he is back to plugging along in his Buick.
major, president. Other newly
8th & San Carlos
Kemp’s,
STAND"
WE
"UNITED
LAMBDA CHI Al.PHA
elected officers include Denny
How can the small, no matter how fast, compete with the
Pledging ceremonies held at the Double. vice-president: Don Higis the sports car clubs in which
giants? One possible
College Chapel brought 18 men gins, secretary; Denny Fosdick,
Thursday
the members band together when they drive. They obviously
into the fall semester’s pledge treasurer: Dick Buehler, social
belie% e in safety in manlier.. Perhaps this Is not the real reason
class. Pledges include: Jim Baker, chairman; and Lash Turville, serFriday, Saturday
they travel in gratips, hut it does seem logical after seeing the
Jerry Bibler, Wayne Downey, D. geant -at -arms.
highways cluttered with crumbled heaps that once were sports
Craig. Keith Rockwell, Jay Cool-. PI KAPPA ALPHA
Kemp Guest MINIM
cars.
bough, John Savage. Hal Look,
Pi Kappa Alpha is planning an
& San Carlos CY 74431
So watch out, drivers of "forward-look" cars, when you start to
Bruce Mort land. Russ Jenkins., after -game dance this Saturday
Henry Oeser. Ken O’Neill, Jack I night. Plans are now being made pass That blank space up ahead may he already taken. . . .
Ver Plapck, Donn Mall, Bob Allen, for the annual delivery of pumpYour eyes are pricefess
Joe Enkelsman, Bob Kightlinger kins and serenading with the Delta
... treat them mith care!
and Paul Thiltgen.
Gammas. Also on the agenda is
the annual Fireman’s Ball and
Take care of your eyes ...
traditional Christmas party.
Spartan Interests
they must take care of you
SIGMA CHI
for the rest of your life.
Are Our
The brothers of Sigma Chi will
Interests
HAVE YOUR EYES
hold a masquerade party at the
EXAMINED REGULARLY
house on Friday from 8 p.m. to 12
HUSTON HOBBY SHOP
293 S. FIRST ST.
midnight. A scholarship dinner
Dresses
OPEN EVENINGS
Dr. Jack H. Chennell
scheduled for Mondmy will be held
Alpha Delta Sigma, proposed chology and education, will speak
OPTOMETRIST
at the house under the direction of
455 WILLIAM (Near Tenth)
project discussion. tonight, 7:30, on the relation of religion and
Coats
CV 5-2747
Open at I P.M.
254 S. 2nd St
Al Unclem. scholarship chairman.
psychology.
345 N. 6th St., Apt. 16.
Pizza with a "Personality" ’SIGMA NU
Mu Phi Epsilon, executive board
Amateur Radio C I u h, organiSuits
The brothers of Sigma Nu enHOUSE OF PIZZA
of
7,
ROOM
221
meeting,
-tonight,
meeting,
zation and planning
CORONA UNDERWOOD ROYAL
REMINGTON
tertained Linda ldontgomery. KapThursday. 2:30 p.m., E101. A II Music Building.
Sportswear
315 Ahnodes Ave., CT 7-1101
pa Alpha Theta, who is Sigma
meeting
Mu Phi Epsilon,
amateurs unable to attend are reNar tk Civic Auditorium
iNu’s candidate for Homecoming
quested to leave names an& calls rush party. Thursday, 8 p
Sweaters
’queen, and Mrs. La Follette. KapRoom 129 of Music Building.
in engineering office.
pa Alpha Theta housemother, at
FOR RENT
Newman Club, cook -out supper
Shirts
AWS, meet ing and speaker.
, dinner Wednesday.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Gwyn Price, on the life and works at Alum Rock Park followed by
!
The
pledge
class
has
elected
Tom
Whatever
regular meeting at Newman Hall,1
FOR SALE
Gafford, president: Bill Brewster. of Robert Schuman, today, 4:30
the
Music Building, Room 125. tonight. 6. Cost. 50 cents.
p.m.,
Open Thursday Night
Used Standard and Portable Machines
treasurer;
Lopes,
social
and Ed
executive
Committee,
occasion
Rally
All women studnts invited.
chairman.
to 1900
EASY PAYMENT PLAN
(’0-Bee, tonight, 7:30 to 10, Wo- council, meeting, today, 3 p.m.,
Say it
THETA CHI
Student Union.
to
Gym.
Jitterbug
men’s
contest
with
A combined party with Delta
Rally Committee, meeting, toFlowers
CYpress 3-6383
’Upsilon and the 184 Club is plan- be featured.
24 S. SECOND ST.
Free Parking
day.
3:30 p.m., Student Union.
CSTA. membership drive, today.
ned by Theta Chi for this Friday
Sigma Delta Chl, meeting.
night. A dinner-dance At one of through Friday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., Thursday, 7:30 p.m., at home of
FLOWER
the Theta Chi’s home in W’atson- Outer Quad. All students interest- Dr. William Gould, 344 W. Lati161 South First
SHOP
ville will be held Saturday night. ed in joining are urged to sign-up mer Ave., Campbell.
10t6 & Sesta Clara
CY 2-0462
This semester’s pledge captain at this time.
Student "II". meeting, tonight.
Debate, by students in Language
is Steve Gille, who will be aided
7:30, 205 S. 9th St., go in group to
Teaching
today,
course,
Methods
in his duties by Jerry Rodriquez.
home of the Rev. Jim Martin, 155
secret a r y -treasurer. and Paul 2:30 p.m.. library.
S. 17th St., for the evening proThursFlying
Twenty,
meeting,
Johnson, social chairman. Tom
Registering your sterling
LOOK TO THE SKIES
gram. Members will relate sumBurr and Darrell Adams are day, 8 pm., E118, will discuss cost mer experiences.
pattern at Proctor’s’ will
operation
of
of new Stinson airpledge marshalls.
help your friends select
CIVIC. FOR AN EXCITING CAREER
Tall Delta Phi, meeting, tonight,
plane. Also will discuss possible
THETA XI
pieces needed to fill in
7:30, tower.
The newly installed officers of sale of Taylorcraft and purchase Of
your set. Hundreds have
this semester’s pledge class are two -place plane.
already registered their
DISLIKE ROUTINE! Then you should consider a career in
Freshman Fellowship, tonight,
Vern Johnson, president; Dick
patterns. No obligation.
the sky as one of United Air Lines’ Mainliner Stewardesses,
Gardner, vice-president; Bill Sa- 7:30, Student Christian Center,
A buffet dinner was held at
CONVENIENT
vidge, secretary -treasurer; Barry Dr. Lowell ’alter will discuss
LIKE PEOPLE.? You’ll meet all kinds dowagers and debuthe 184 Club, a social organization.
C5 EDit
Jett, social chairman; and Larry "Effective Study Habits."
tantes, senators and salesmen, actors and athletes.
Industrial Arts Club, "getting to Saturday evening before the San
Billierneier. song master.
ROSE POINT
know you" mixer, tonight, 7:30, Diego State game. This Friday
LIKE TO TRAVEL? United Air Lines serves the West, New
91 SO. FIRST STREET
ca fet eria of li n me Economics night Trader 1.ew’s will he the
by Wallace
England, Hawaii arid points between. You’ll be able to visit
B iiildin g. Refreshments. I. A. setting of a party with Delta Upsuch cities as Boston. New York, Washington, D.C., Chicago,
silon
majors and minors invited.
Det-oit, Denver, Seattle, Los Angeles, San Diego and Honolulu,
Industrial Arts majors and nil- as well as some 70 other cities on the Mainline of America.
fors who plan to student teach
CY 3-7150
36 San Antonio
spring semester, meeting. ThursDO YOU MEET THESE QUALIFICATIONS? Single, 20 to 26
day, 4 pm, 1 A. lecture room. Apyears of age ’application will be accepted from girls who are
2 Rocks from Campus
150: 1, 5’2" to 5’8" in height with proportionate weight. vision
pointments will he made for stuwhich is correctible to 20 30 or better, attractive appearance
dent teaching placement. AttenWe carry a complete
and personality with a background of college, nursing or public
dance at this meeting is imporfor
flowers
line of
tant.
contact experience.
all occasions
Junior Class fund raising comSPANISH RICE
United Air Lines Stewardetta
mittee, meeting, today, 3:30 p.m..
Representative will be on
and Corsages
BBQ TACOS
Student Union.
campus to interview appliOur Spc;Ily
Meet the professor, today, 12:30
REFRIED BEANS
cants Wednesday, October 30
p.m., Student christian Center.
from 9.00 AM. to 4:00 P.M.
Dr. Harry Fitch professor of payBURRITOS
CYpress 3.7150
For application and appointHAMBURGERS
ment, please contact the
Phone in your order and
Placement Office,

SPARTAN SOCIETY

. now iindeige-Juittate

SALE!

PARKING
Home Cooked
Meals

Downtown

NANCY!

San Joie Days

EVERYTHING

ineerttubs

SALE

1/3

announcements

OFF

jypeevrilers

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

BAKMAS

STERLING

Register Your
Pattern at...

Buffet Dinner

Cal’s
Flower Basket

For the finest in Mexican food

SHAKES

pick it up later

COLD DRINKS
Which

CLASSIFIEDS
-_-__-.
11)It ’T._.,.,...,,,.
Vac. 2 Says with Kit. $22.50 per
mo. 421 S. 13th St.
I Mee te share Apt. 50 N. 7th:
A it 4 Call after 5. CY 4-1344
i ,rnialind opt Util pd. or 4 girk.
( ’) -1-2902.
Male: Plead prl. roc Kit. privilege.
Gd study conditions. 52 S. 10th.
Room and Board I Men Kems.
Ex. meals Lovely home. $17.50 per
week. Cy 4-941/. i

Television Rental Sersiee. Rent a
TV. Student rates. ES 7-2935. Call
after 6 Pm.
Furn, apt., bath. 4 blks. to college.
Accom. 3 girls, laund. lite.. gar..
nr.
.. shops. Spartan Manor. CY 2-

yeti "ftiACP:

Witch

Try a piping hot
Tamale, covered
with a tangy
Spanish Sauce.

is the

$9.50
(id. cond.
I Ten. Ralik)
Helicraft ’ Sky Rider -231 5 band.
Short-wy. reciv. Crystal phrasing,

Phony?

$64.
____ __________, _ _
IIIANTKD
Organizations or
need of musical

Mow

In
entertainment.
individauls

CY 7-7886.
Olds. Stock Shift, 1;40d-id enengine, $375 (*all ’Y 7-4628.
LOST
’47 Ford Cpe. Light Blue. Ts.
cond. Best offer met- $200. CY 1- Person who took moth book GIS
in laundry Sunday. Call (’Y 5-&563.
. 8121.

For Party Times See . . .

COSTUME RENTAL
SHOP
46 RACE STREET

TICO’S TACOS

CY 7.4401
*cl 9 III..

CORNER 4th & ST. JAMES STREETS

Il

